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Abstract

Large eddy simulations of a partially premixed flame are performed with
the purpose of predicting the reacting flow in a swirl-stabilised, low emis-
sions industrial gas turbine combustor. The corresponding sub-grid scale
turbulence-chemistry interactions are modelled using a probability density
function transport equation, which is solved by the stochastic fields method.
A 15-step reduced, but accurate, methane mechanism including 19 species
is employed for the description of all chemical reactions. The test case in-
volves a combustor with complex geometry and simulations are carried out
for two different combustor operating conditions. Overall, results of the ve-
locity, temperature and species mass fractions (including carbon monoxide)
as well as the instantaneous thermochemical properties are shown to be in
good agreement with experimental data, demonstrating the capabilities of
the applied stochastic fields method. The inclusion of wall heat transfer in
the combustion chamber is found to improve temperature and species predic-
tions, especially in the near-wall regions. Comparisons between an oscillating
and a ‘stable’ flame case furthermore highlight the influence of experimen-
tally observed thermo-acoustic instabilities on the scalar fluctuations near the
combustor centreline. None of the default model parameters were adjusted
and the results showcase the accuracy and flexibility of the present large
eddy simulation method for an application to complex, partially premixed
combustion problems; this being particularly important for the designers of
new generation low emission gas turbine combustors.
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1. Introduction

The highly turbulent behaviour of swirl-stabilised flames involving fast
chemical reactions and sophisticated geometrical features strongly limits our
current understanding of the complex flow physics encountered in modern
low emissions gas turbine combustors. A potentially powerful numerical tool
capable of providing better insight into the physical processes associated with
these turbulent reacting flows is large eddy simulation (LES). The concept
behind LES methods is the direct computation of large-scale, energetic tur-
bulent motions whereas the effects of motions whose ‘size’ is smaller than
a defined filter width are modelled. A major outstanding challenge in the
development of such methods for turbulent combustion is the interaction be-
tween turbulence and chemistry on the small, unresolved sub-grid - subfilter
- scales (sgs). These turbulence-chemistry interactions arise because of the
highly non-linear chemical reaction rates that appear in the form of filtered
source terms in the LES scalar equations for which detailed modelling is
required. Various combustion models addressing this closure problem have
been proposed in the past, though most of them have been formulated for
one specific burning regime only. An overview of the different modelling
techniques can be found, amongst others, in a review by Pitsch [1].

The sub-grid combustion model underlying this work is based on a trans-
ported probability density function (pdf ) approach solved by the stochastic
fields method. It has the advantage of a potentially regime independent
description of turbulent flames, which becomes particularly useful in the
context of gas turbine combustion. State of the art gas turbine combustors
are designed to operate under lean, partially premixed conditions in order
to effectively reduce pollutant emissions such as nitrogen oxides (NOx) and
carbon monoxide (CO). In the partially premixed flame regime, parts of the
flow field are governed by premixed flame propagation and finite-rate effects,
auto-ignition, extinction or ignition, while other parts will display mixing
controlled reactions as encountered in diffusion (non-premixed) flames. It
has been shown in the past [2–4] that it is possible to capture these phe-
nomena within a single LES framework using the present stochastic fields
method to account for turbulence-chemistry interaction. In a detailed study
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of an industrial gas turbine combustor, Bulat et al. [5, 6] employed this
LES formulation and achieved good reproduction of the experimentally mea-
sured flow statistics. Local extinction of the flame was shown to be due to
turbulence-chemistry effects rather than large-scale mixing and the combus-
tor was found to have regions in the diffusion flame regime.

A widely studied test case providing a solid basis for the validation of
LES combustion models is the PRECCINSTA (Prediction and Control of
Combustion Instabilities in Industrial Gas Turbines) burner. This gas tur-
bine model combustor was experimentally investigated (e.g., [7–12]) and has
been the focus of a number of computational simulations in the past (e.g.,
[13–29]). Comparisons between experiments and LES were first reported by
Galpin et al. [14] whose simulations predicted a higher burning rate - mani-
festing itself in a shortened flame length - and overestimated temperatures in
the outer recirculation zone (ORZ). The latter was attributed to the assump-
tion of adiabatic combustion chamber walls, which preclude the replication
of any wall heat transfer occurring in the experiments. These findings were
later reinforced in ensuing LES studies by other authors coming to similar
conclusions. Simulations conducted by Gövert et al. [29] achieved improved
temperature and species mass fraction results by including non-adiabatic
combustion chamber side walls and accounting for heat loss in the chemistry
tabulation. Experimentally observed quenching of the flame in the outer
shear layer was not captured, however. It has to be noted, that most of the
above-cited numerical studies were performed using either simple chemistry
involving very few species and reaction steps or tabulated chemistry based on
fully premixed, laminar flame calculations. A more detailed skeletal reaction
mechanism in combination with wall heat loss was applied in the work of
Benard et al. [27] resulting in good scalar predictions despite not accounting
for the upstream premixing process between fuel and air. Franzelli et al. [18]
had previously underlined the importance of resolving the fuel injection, as
opposed to prescribing a perfectly premixed mixture at the domain inlet.
An overall better agreement between the simulated and measured statistical
quantities, especially in terms of the mean and root mean square (RMS) val-
ues of the oscillating flame case, was obtained in their non-perfectly premixed
simulations.

In the present work, the flame burning regime independent, stochastic
fields method with reduced, yet comprehensive chemistry involving 15 steps
and 19 species is applied to the PRECCINSTA model combustor including
treatment of wall heat transfer and resolution of the fuel-air mixing process.
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The objective of the current work is to evaluate the predictive capabilities of
the employed LES method in the context of partially premixed combustion
in a complex geometry. For this purpose, two different combustor operating
conditions - one stable and the other subject to thermo-acoustic instabilities
- are simulated and the results are compared against available measurement
data; allowing for an assessment of the predicted flow field, flame topology,
thermochemistry and species concentrations - ie methane (CH4), carbon diox-
ide (CO2), hydroxide (OH) and CO - as well as the influence of wall heat
transfer.

2. Mathematical model

2.1. Filtered equations of motion

Applying a spatial, density weighted filter to the conservation equations
of mass and momentum yields:

∂ρ

∂t
+
∂ρũi
∂xi

= 0 (1)

∂ρũi
∂t

+
∂ρũiũj
∂xj

= −
∂p

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj

(
2µS̃ij

)
−

∂

∂xj
τ sgsij (2)

where ρ denotes the density, ui and xi are, respectively, the velocity and
spatial coordinate in i-direction, t is the time, p is the pressure and µ repre-
sents the viscosity. The sgs stress tensor τ sgsij = ρ(ũiuj − ũiũj) is evaluated
via the dynamic Smagorinsky model [30]: µsgs = ρ(Cs∆)2(2S̃ijS̃ij)

1/2 with
S̃ij =

1
2

(
∂ũi

∂xj
+

∂ũj

∂xi

)
being the resolved rate of strain tensor. The filter width

∆ is taken to be the cube root of the local grid cell volume.

2.2. Sub-grid pdf evolution equation

In order to account for the influence of sgs contributions on the species
formation rates, a joint sgs pdf, P̃sgs, is introduced representing the filtered
product of the fine-grained pdf of each scalar - namely the mass fractions
of the chemical species and specific enthalpy. An exact equation describing
the evolution of P̃sgs can then be derived from the appropriate conservation
equations using standard methods, e.g., [31]. Following the approach of
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Brauner et al. [32] the modelled sub-grid pdf evolution equation becomes:

ρ
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︸ ︷︷ ︸
II: sgs pdf transport term (gradient closure)

−
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∂

∂ψα

[
ρ(ψα − φ̃α(x, t))P̃sgs(ψ)

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
III: sgs micro-mixing term (LMSE closure)

(3)

where ψα is the sample (or composition) space of each of the Ns scalars φα.
The values 0.7 and 2.0 are assigned to the sgs Schmidt number σsgs and the
sgs micro-mixing constant Cd, respectively. The sgs micro-mixing time scale
is assumed to be given by τsgs = ρ∆2/µsgs. The right-hand side of Eq. (3)
contains the chemical reaction term ω̇α (I), which appears in closed form, as
well as two additional unknown terms representing sgs transport of the pdf

(II) and sgs micro-mixing (III). In the present work, these unknown terms
are approximated, respectively, by a gradient closure directly analogous to
the Smagorinsky model and by the linear mean square estimation (LMSE)
closure [33].

2.3. Stochastic fields method

The closed form of the sub-grid pdf evolution equation is solved using
the stochastic fields method, where P̃sgs(ψ) is represented by an ensemble of
N stochastic fields ξnα(x, t) for each scalar. Two approaches exist [34, 35] for
the derivation of a system of stochastic differential equations equivalent to
Eq. (3). The Itô formulation, as proposed by Valiño [34], is adopted in this
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work:
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∂xi
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Here, the Wiener process dW n
i is approximated by time-step increments

ηni (dt)
1/2 where ηni is a {−1, 1} dichotomic random vector, different for each

field but independent of the spatial location x. The filtered value of each
scalar is obtained by averaging over the stochastic fields. Further details of
the stochastic fields solution method can be found in [36].

3. Test case

3.1. Experimental campaign

The well-known PRECCINSTA gas turbine model combustor considered
in this work was initially the subject of an experimental test campaign con-
ducted by Meier et al. [7] at the DLR (German Aerospace Centre). It involved
a lean, partially premixed, swirl-stabilised, methane-air flame at atmospheric
conditions with the fuel injection taking place in a radial swirler. Flame os-
cillation caused by self-excited thermo-acoustic instabilities was observed at
a global equivalence ratio of Φglobal = 0.7 whereas an increase of the fuel
mass flow rate to Φglobal = 0.83 resulted in a ‘stable’ flame. Relevant mea-
surement uncertainties are presented in Table 1. With the exception of the
CO mole fraction, these uncertainties are considered to be low allowing a
meaningful comparison of the quantitative results obtained from the LES
and experiments.

3.2. Computational set-up

The in-house, block-structured, boundary conforming coordinate LES
code BOFFIN-LES is employed to carry out the computations. It has re-
cently been applied to stratified [32] and spray [37] combustion and utilises a
second-order-accurate finite volume method, based on a low-Mach-number,
pressure based, variable density formulation. None of the model’s default pa-
rameters are adjusted for the simulations and eight stochastic fields are used
to describe the influence of the sub-grid scale contributions [2]. A 15-step
CH4 mechanism involving 19 species and 15 global reactions [38] is used to
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Table 1: Systematic and statistical measurement uncertainties in the experiments [7].

Measured quantity Syst. uncertainty Stat. uncertainty

Axial location h ±0.5 mm
Radial location r ±0.5 mm
Velocity <0.5% ±1.5-2%
Temperature ±3-4% ±2.5%
Mixture fraction ±3-4% ±1%
CH4 mole fraction +5-9% ±1-3%
CO2 mole fraction ±3-5% ±7%
CO mole fraction ±5-10% ±20-50%

represent the chemistry. No-slip conditions are applied at all walls and ap-
proximate near wall models [39] are utilised to represent the region between
the wall and the nearest wall adjacent grid point. In order to account for
preheating of the mixture, as observed in the experiments [7], both air and
methane are injected at a temperature of 320 K while the inflow pressure is
set to 1 bar. The inlet velocities have been adjusted accordingly to reflect the
prescribed mass flow rates. Both simulations (‘stable’ and oscillating flame
case) were allowed to develop for 75 ms of physical time prior the collec-
tion of statistics. This corresponds to about 5 combustor flow-through times
based on the bulk flow velocity through the swirler, nozzle and combustion
chamber. Statistics were subsequently collected for 105 ms of physical time
or 7 combustor flow-through times. The total computational cost for each
case amounts to about 200,000 CPUh.

Figure 1 shows a vertical cut through the computational mesh. It is re-
fined in the mixing and reaction zones with cell edge lengths ranging from
0.1 to 1 mm in all three spatial directions, which can be compared to a Kol-
mogorov length scale on the order of 0.1 mm estimated in the experiments
[7]. Additionally, the mesh is refined towards the domain walls resulting in
y+ values between 20 and 30 in the swirler and nozzle regions and below 10
in the combustion chamber with 5 to 10 grid points located within the wall
boundary layer. While such a mesh distribution is clearly not sufficient to
resolve the detailed boundary layer turbulence structure accurately it is likely
to provide reasonably accurate time averaged wall heat transfer rates, when
used in conjunction with the approximate near wall treatment. Isothermal
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temperatures are fixed at the combustion chamber side walls (1400 K) and
base plate wall (700 K) based on experimental measurements [11] whereas
the central nozzle bluff body is assumed to be adiabatic. A separate sim-
ulation has shown that prescribing a wall temperature of 700 K to the tip
of the central nozzle bluff body causes the flame to consistently lift off and
fully detach from the nozzle. Consequently, the mean temperature profiles
(Fig. 8) in this region are significantly lowered; well below the desired experi-
mental values. Radiative heat transfer is included in the simulations through
the radiation model described in [40] using the assumption of optically thin
transfer between a given fluid element in the flame and the cold surround-
ings. The overall heat losses generated by radiation and wall heat transfer
respectively, amount to about 5 % and less than 1 % of the total integrated
heat release rate.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Flow field and flame topology

Results of the oscillating flame case (Φglobal = 0.7) are presented and anal-
ysed first. In order to visualise both the fuel injection and mixing process
within the swirler as well as the flame structure and its location in the com-
bustion chamber, iso-surfaces of the instantaneous CH4 mass fraction and
heat release rate are shown in Fig. 2. An inhomogeneous mixture fraction
distribution along the flame surface - indicating local stratification of the
flame - in conjunction with strong swirling of the flow can be observed. Fig-
ure 3 further displays instantaneous and mean LES snapshots of the axial
velocity, temperature and mixture fraction illustrating the highly turbulent
flow and flame behaviour. Distinct variations in the mixture fraction distri-
bution may be interpreted as a potential indicator for the partially premixed
nature of the combustor (discussed further in Section 4.4).

Radial profiles of the mean velocity at different downstream locations in
the mid-plane are given in Fig. 4 allowing for a quantitative comparison be-
tween experiment and simulation. When characterising the flow field, three
distinctive flow regions can be identified. An inner recirculation zone (IRZ),
created by the swirling flow to stabilise the flame, is easily detected due to the
negative velocities around the combustor centreline. The conically shaped,
swirling jet of unburnt gases is characterised by high axial velocities peak-
ing at 40 m/s and high radial velocity magnitudes reaching approximately
20 m/s. Lower velocities towards the combustion chamber walls indicate
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the transition into an ORZ, which is located outside of the experimentally
measured region. With increasing downstream position, the high velocity jet
widens and shifts towards the combustion chamber walls reducing the size of
the ORZ while widening the IRZ. All of the above-mentioned flow charac-
teristics are captured in the simulation and the quantitative velocity results
match experimental data with very high accuracy.

4.2. Thermochemical properties

The simulated thermochemistry results can be analysed in terms of the
instantaneous relation between temperature and mixture fraction as depicted
in Fig. 5. Looking at the evolution of the temperature-mixture fraction dis-
tribution with downstream position, a shortened flame length can be deter-
mined corresponding to an overestimated burning rate. Compared to the
experiment, the simulated temperatures approach the adiabatic flame tem-
perature at a slightly quicker rate. Hence, at h = 15 mm for example, the
simulated minimum temperatures are marginally higher compared to the ex-
perimental ones. This trend continues at h = 30 mm where all of the LES
points have moved into either the reaction zone with intermediate tempera-
tures or the fully burnt region, whereas the measurements still show a number
of points remaining within the fresh gas region below ∼400 K. Finally, at h =
80 mm, both experimental and LES points are scattered exclusively around
the adiabatic flame temperature indicating a fully burnt mixture.

In terms of the mixture fraction distributions, experimental extreme val-
ues of about 0.015 and 0.08 are observed. The simulation does not reproduce
such a wide range of mixture fraction values but instead predicts a somewhat
higher degree of premixing. Increased premixing tends to affect the burning
rate, and may therefore be identified as a potential reason for the shortened
flame length [14]. The expanded experimental mixture fraction distribu-
tion is likely to be caused by the occurrence of thermo-acoustic instabilities
periodically varying the amount of fuel in the mixture, as established experi-
mentally by Meier et al. [7] and numerically by Franzelli et al. [18]. Different
impedances of the fuel and air supply lines are almost certainly responsible
for the mass flow rate variations. Note that the low-Mach-number solver
applied in this work will not propagate acoustic waves, thus prohibiting the
reproduction of thermo-acoustic instabilities. Nonetheless, the overall com-
puted, instantaneous temperature-mixture fraction correlation matches the
experimental results including a reasonably estimated mixture fraction dis-
tribution.
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A more detailed analysis of the thermochemistry at the first downstream
location (h = 6 mm) close to the combustion chamber entry plane is carried
out based on Fig. 6. The lower temperature limit suggests that the assumed
inlet temperature of 320 K recreates experimental preheating of the mixture.
Also displayed in Fig. 6 are the marginal histograms of the temperature and
mixture fraction at three different radial regions representing the IRZ, jet and
ORZ. These are scaled differently (they both integrate to unity) so that only
qualitative comparisons are possible. The locations of the temperature and
mixture fraction maxima are in reasonable agreement for all three regions
while the experimental point distributions are, as expected slightly more
spread out. The measured and simulated histograms are in reasonably good
qualitative agreement although the simulated temperature histogram shows
somewhat higher values than those measured. Burnt gases in the IRZ and
ORZ are well captured by the LES as evidenced by the high temperatures and
narrow range of mixture fraction values in these regions. Significantly higher
levels of unmixedness are found in the jet of mostly fresh reactants with low
temperatures (r ≈ 10 - 16 mm) in both the experiment and simulation.

4.3. Wall heat transfer and species concentrations

Images of the OH intensity are displayed in Fig. 7 in a strictly qualita-
tive comparison between experiments and simulation (for case Φglobal = 0.83;
representing a ‘stable’ flame further discussed in Section 4.4). Generally, the
LES reproduces the flame structure despite not being able to capture the
smallest features visible in the OH planar laser-induced-fluorescence (PLIF)
measurements. Wrinkling of the flame front appears to increase with down-
stream position where most of the smaller structures are found. The inclusion
of non-adiabatic walls improves the mean flame shape and general OH con-
centration especially in the ORZ. Moreover, a reduction in the maximum
values of OH becomes evident compared to the adiabatic simulation. Similar
to the experimental images, flame quenching is observed in the outer shear
layer of the incoming jet leading to lift-off of the external flame front [27].
This effect was not reported in the work of Gövert et al. [29] presumably
because only heat loss to the combustion chamber side walls (quartz glass)
was taken into account; base plate wall heat transfer was neglected. Thus,
despite only inducing very little total heat loss (lower than 1 % compared to
the integrated heat release rate), wall heat transfer impacts the simulation by
introducing flame lift-off and increasing the length, width and outer spread-
ing angle of the flame. The differences that occur between the mean inner
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and outer flame fronts in the adiabatic simulation are almost certainly due
to the variation in equivalence ratio between these two regions - see Fig. 3.

Figure 8 presents radial profiles of the temperature with and without wall
heat transfer treatment. The general mean temperature trends including the
location of the temperature dip representing unburnt gases are well repro-
duced by the LES. High temperatures near the centreline characterise the
IRZ where burnt gases are transported back to the flame front with the pur-
pose of stabilising the flame. Complementing the temperature results, radial
profiles of the CO2 and CH4 mass fractions with wall heat transfer are shown
in Figs. 9 and 10. Deviations between the measured and simulated temper-
ature, CO2 and CH4 mass fraction profiles are observed as a result of the
under-predicted flame length first determined from Fig. 5. Hence, an earlier
consumption of methane occurs leading to a local overestimation of CO2.
This discrepancy is mainly visible at the first three downstream locations
and inside of the inner shear layer with errors of up to 15 %. In accordance
with the measurements, at h = 80 mm, the LES temperatures reach a homo-
geneous ‘equilibrium’ state around the adiabatic flame temperature of just
over 1800 K and the methane is fully consumed.

From the RMS profiles depicted in Figs. 8, 9 and 10 it becomes clear
that the temperature, CO2 and CH4 mass fraction fluctuations are not suf-
ficiently captured towards the combustor centreline. In this region, a maxi-
mum temperature discrepancy of about 450 K can be observed at h = 10 mm.
Again, the method’s inability to reproduce an oscillating flame undergoing
self-excited thermo-acoustic instabilities serves as a potential explanation for
the underestimation. In a previous LES of the PRECCINSTA test case,
Franzelli et al. [18] have shown an improvement of RMS temperature results
close to the centreline by resolving flame oscillation using a fully compressible
flow solver. Despite this shortcoming, RMS temperature profiles away from
the centreline are accurately predicted.

Finally, by examining the mean and RMS temperature results of the
adiabatic and non-adiabatic LES cases with experimental data in Fig. 8,
unaccounted heat loss can be identified as the source of local temperature
overestimation adjacent to the combustion chamber walls in the fully adia-
batic LES. Furthermore, and in accordance with observations made in the
above comparison of OH images (Fig. 7), wall heat transfer noticeably im-
proves the flame length, width and outer spreading angle in the non-adiabatic
case. Overall, both the mean and RMS temperatures are in better agreement
with measurements when wall heat transfer is included in the simulation.
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4.4. ‘Stable’ flame - case Φglobal = 0.83

An additional ‘stable’ flame corresponding to the experimental combus-
tor operating condition with an equivalence ratio of Φglobal = 0.83 was simu-
lated to eliminate the influence of thermo-acoustic instabilities on the time-
averaged results. Heat transfer at the combustion chamber walls was included
based on the findings of the previous Section 4.3. The flame index FI [41] for
this second case, defined as the scaled product of the methane and oxygen
(O2) mass fraction gradients:

FI = 0.5 ·

(
∇ỸCH4

· ∇ỸO2

|∇ỸCH4
· ∇ỸO2

|
+ 1

)
(5)

is displayed on the left-hand side of Fig. 11. It has been computed with
a threshold on the minimum heat release rate to isolate the reacting layer,
such that values below 0.5 represent a flame front burning in the diffusion
regime as opposed to values above 0.5 indicating a premixed regime. As ex-
pected, the ‘stable’ case is clearly dominated by premixed flame propagation
proving that the wide distribution of local mixture fraction values does not
directly correlate to large regions of non-premixed combustion. However,
small regions influenced by diffusion conditions do exist confirming that the
premixing is indeed not globally perfect. These diffusion regions can be found
behind the premixed flame front in areas of locally high OH concentrations
around the inner shear layer and at the maximum extension of the flame (refer
to the instantaneous images in Fig. 7). Note that the oscillating flame case is
expected to have a lower overall degree of premixing due to the occurrence of
thermo-acoustic instabilities [7, 18]. The simulated and experimental mean
flame topology are visualised on the right-hand side of Fig. 11 illustrating
the flame’s characteristic V-shape. Here, the flame length, spreading angle
and region of high intensities are well reproduced by the LES leading to a
qualitatively very similar looking flame topology.

Figures 12, 13 and 14 show radial profiles of the temperature and the
CO2 and CH4 mass fractions, exhibiting a remarkable agreement with the
measurements. A minor over-prediction of RMS CO2 values in between the
two double peaks at the first downstream location (h = 6 mm) indicate a
slightly less stable flame base in the simulation. The mean CH4 mass fraction
profiles further reveal a marginally shorter and more narrow jet of fresh
reactants penetrating into the combustion chamber. Due to the increased
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global equivalence ratio, maximum values for the temperature and CO2 mass
fraction of about 2000 K and 0.125 are, accordingly higher compared to
1850 K and 0.105 in the oscillating flame case.

Both the LES and experimental RMS scalar values around the combustor
centreline (r < 8 mm) and close to the combustion chamber entry plane (h
= 6 mm and 15 mm) are significantly lower in relation to the oscillating
flame case (Figs. 8, 9 and 10). These results imply that the large deviations
observed in the oscillating case may indeed be linked to the combustor’s
thermo-acoustic behaviour. Stopper et al. [42] reported a similar effect in
their experimental study of an industrial combustor comparing a ‘quiet’ to
an oscillating flame case. They argued that elevated RMS fluctuations in
the oscillating case were caused by phase-dependent temperature variations
induced by thermo-acoustic instabilities. The addition of compressibility
effects to the BOFFIN-LES code [43, 44] will allow us to further study the
unstable behaviour of the present test case undergoing self-excited thermo-
acoustic instabilities.

Lastly, the computed mass fraction profiles of CO are displayed in Fig. 15.
In general, the mean and RMS profiles are in alignment with experimental
data; outside of the final downstream position at h = 80 mm where the mea-
sured CO concentration seems very high. The mean profiles indicate a max-
imum simulated values of up to 0.1, which are slightly above the maximum
experimental values of about 0.08. The computed RMS maxima are consis-
tently underestimated at all downstream locations, however, profiles outside
of the peak region are well captured. Overall, the agreement is achieved is
good, particularly considering the large uncertainties in the CO measure-
ments - up to 50% - reported in [7].

5. Conclusions

The PRECCINSTA gas turbine model combustor was successfully simu-
lated using LES in conjunction with the stochastic fields method accounting
for turbulence-chemistry interaction. Simulations were carried out for two
different combustor operating conditions representing an oscillating and a
‘stable’ flame. The flow field was shown to be in excellent agreement with
experimental data supporting the applicability of the solver with a dynamic
sub-grid turbulence model to highly swirling flows. The mean temperature,
CO2 and CH4 mass fraction profiles as well as the instantaneous thermochem-
ical properties of the oscillating flame case were generally well reproduced.
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The inclusion of wall heat transfer was found to provide improved tempera-
ture and OH mass fraction results, particularly in the near-wall regions. A
slightly under-predicted flame spreading angle and length - corresponding to
faster combustion - were identified compared to the measurements. This was
attributed to a somewhat overestimated degree of premixing potentially caus-
ing an increase in the burning rate. The disagreement in premixing degree
and the failure to accurately capture the RMS scalar fluctuations towards
the combustor centreline are most likely due to the flow solver’s low-Mach-
number formulation, which excludes any development of the experimentally
observed flame oscillation caused by thermo-acoustic instabilities. Finally,
comparisons between the LES and experiments were presented for the ‘sta-
ble’ flame case revealing very good agreement in terms of the overall flame
shape and species concentrations including CO. In summary, the predictive
capabilities of the employed stochastic fields method have been demonstrated
in the context of partially premixed combustion. The results of this work
and others have shown that the LES methodology developed may be applied
to a very wide range of turbulent reacting flow problems in complex geome-
tries without any adjustment, or tuning of model parameters, ie it has wide
ranging applicability.
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Figure 1: Vertical cut through the generated mesh consisting of 2.7 million grid points
distributed over 144 blocks and refined in the premixing as well as the flame region. The
combustion chamber has a 85 x 85 mm2 cross section area and a length of 114 mm.
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Figure 2: Iso-surfaces of the instantaneous CH4 mass fraction (left) and heat release rate
(right) coloured by, respectively, the velocity magnitude and mixture fraction - Φglobal =
0.7.
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Figure 3: LES snapshots of the instantaneous (top) and mean (bottom) axial velocity,
temperature and mixture fraction - Φglobal = 0.7.
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Figure 9: Radial profiles of the mean (top) and RMS (bottom) CO2 mass fraction from
the experiment (�) and LES ( ) - Φglobal = 0.7.
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Figure 10: Radial profiles of the mean (top) and RMS (bottom) CH4 mass fraction from
the experiment (�) and LES ( ) - Φglobal = 0.7.
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Figure 12: Radial profiles of the mean (top) and RMS (bottom) temperature from the
experiment (�) and LES ( ) - Φglobal = 0.83.
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Figure 13: Radial profiles of the mean (top) and RMS (bottom) CO2 mass fraction from
the experiment (�) and LES ( ) - Φglobal = 0.83.
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Figure 14: Radial profiles of the mean (top) and RMS (bottom) CH4 mass fraction from
the experiment (�) and LES ( ) - Φglobal = 0.83.
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Figure 15: Radial profiles of the mean (top) and RMS (bottom) CO mass fraction from
the experiment (�) and LES ( ) - Φglobal = 0.83. Error bars are introduced from

the experimental data based on Table 1.
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